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Whether youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢re a brand-new Christian or a decades-long believer, todayÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s issues

may seem far removed from those in biblical times.

NelsonÃ¢â‚¬â„¢sÃ‚Â LittleÃ‚Â BookÃ‚Â ofÃ‚Â WhereÃ‚Â toÃ‚Â FindÃ‚Â ItÃ‚Â inÃ‚Â theÃ‚Â Bib

leÃ‚Â is an A to Z reference dictionary with quick access to scripture-based answers of almost any

question you can imagine. Simple to use, it tackles traditional and 21st century issues without heavy

theological language. This travel-sized book is bursting with information yet compact enough to fit in

your pocket. You will laugh at its one-liners and illustrated jokes as it points you to GodÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s

Word. Companion to the New King James Version, King James Version, New International Version,

and other translations.Features:Readily accessibleWorks with many

translationsEasy-to-readCompletely illustrated
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Ken Anderson was a free-lance writer for more than half a century, authoring some forty books,

hundreds of magazine articles and short stories. He was also active in the production of motion

pictures and videos.

I don't know if I've just missed it up to now or if it really is a new release, but I was so happy to see

this finally available on the Kindle! I have the print version...my daughter has the small print



version...and now I can have it on my tablet and phone so it's with me where ever I go.This is a

great book for finding verses and passages about certain topics in the Bible.Want to know what the

Bible has to say about loneliness? Just click on the word in the table of contents and it takes you to

two pages of references, everything from feeling like nobody likes or cares for you to how being

alone can help you find a deeper communion with God.Each section also ends with "other topics"

that are related and may help you find the answers you're looking for. For example, the section on

"alcohol" ends with references to abstinence, beer, drunkenness, liquor, and wine.This is a really

helpful book for pastors, councilors, or just a friend trying to help a friend.Besides the Bible itself,

this is probably the most important book for anyone to have with them. For yourself or helping you to

help others, this can really help you find the passages in the Bible that you know are there but just

can't quite remember the Book and Chapter.

The author begins this book explaining how difficult it is to interpret the written word, because

meanings change depending upon the inflection & emphasis of different words. The prime example

given is how the phrase "I didn't say you stole the money" can be interpreted at least 6 different

ways, with significantly different meanings, depending on which word is emphasized. However, he

then goes on to simply point to Bible passages on different topics without explanation/interpretation.

In other words, he acknowledges that written statements can be difficult to interpret without

additional explanation, but then expects the reader to simply read a Bible passage & somehow

know which interpretation is correct.

This is the second one I have bought and I would recommend it to anyone!

The subject line says it all. I'll never know if this is a good digital book because I cannot possibly find

specific topics without turning each page. Maybe print versions would be better because you could

fan through the pages. I have no studied comment on the content, because I could never find

anything I searched for. Disappointing.

I was under the impression that this was a full size book.It's not.It is about the size of an index card

at 5 1/2 " tall and 3 1/2" wide.Print is so small I have to use a magnifier.There is no mention in the

description that it is so small....smaller than a paperback.The book that I received is titled'Little book

of where to.....'There is no"little" in the title of the one shown here.The book is nice but way too

small.



It is very nice. A great tool for your own questions and answers, as well to help others.

if you want to know something you can look up anything for anyway you are feeling

This fantasticÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€¹ book can tell you tons about how to stay healthy broken down into

sections makes it easy to find what you are looking for.
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